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Abstract. In current era, excessive usage of mobile devices and internet people 
often participate in the surveys, questionnaires, usability tests, performance 
measures and quantitative reviews. This process of outsourcing the data 
collection from the crowd is called mobile crowdsourcing. It involves large group 
of participating people and allows the researcher or analyst to gather data in real 
time at relatively lower cost when compared to the traditional methods of data 
collection. Mobile crowdsourcing has applications in idea generation, urban 
planning and urban mobility, public participation in problem solving and decision 
making, collective intelligence, crowd wisdom and human computation. There is 
a threat to individual’s sensitive or personal information when the data is shared. 
Privacy preservation is a major concern in mobile crowdsourcing   as enormous 
amount of data is being collected from the crowd and used for analytics, 
forecasting and decision making by extracting useful information.  These data 
contain private or sensitive information related to individual/person who owns it. 
If the data is used in its original form, it may lead to privacy disclosure as it 
contains person-specific data. Hence, it is the duty of data curator to anonymize 
the data, before it is published for public use. The original data should be 
anonymized in such a way that, it should be very challenging for intruder to 
obtain sensitive information by means of any privacy attack model. 
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1 Introduction 

Urban data analysis is a process of collecting, protecting the data and analyzing the data 
to improve the city living. Even though the traditional methods of data collection such 
as surveys conducted through person provide detailed information it is time consuming 
and cost in- efficient [1]. In recent years crowdsourcing, crowd sensing or mobile 
crowdsourcing are found to be efficient methods [ 2] of populating the data, on which 
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the researchers and analyst can work upon and come up with some decision or create 
policies. 

Mobile crowdsourcing is one of the main strategies to carry out real time urban planning 
tasks such as municipal monitoring, smart city construction and last mile logistics by 
coordinating with mobile users. However, the success of such outsourcing depends 
upon how well the crowd workers response and their commitments. Micro Workers [3], 
Amazon Mechanical Turk [4], crowd SPRING [5] and Google consumer surveys [ 6] 
are some of the crowdsourcing tools, they make the task of data collection simpler for 
individuals as well as business organizations. The advantage of mobile crowdsourcing 
lies in converting the time-consuming tasks that is expensive and difficult to complete. 
The tasks are broken down into more manageable tasks and are outsourced to the crowd 
across the internet, called as microtasks. Figure 1 shows the process of crowdsourced 
data collection and management system for urban data analysis.  

 
Fig. 1. Crowdsourced data collection and management for urban data analysis. 

The crowd maybe human beings or the mobile applications that get involved in 
conducting various surveys of health care, political data, property information and 
mobility/transport data. The data thus collected gets stored in a fog/cloud/internet and 
is utilized for various purposes- planning and decision making, analysis, building 
models, urban planning and urban mobility, by various users such as researcher, 
statistician, analyst or an intruder. 

 Data requestor’s job is to publish the task, monitor the task and to collect the 
answers. The task types may be single choice, multiple choices, fill in the blanks or 
collection of information. The workers participate in the tasks that are published and 
sends answers. When series of such tasks are participated by the workers there may be 
chances of identifying them. For example, in task 1 the survey may be conducted on 
astrology/horoscope services and hence the date of birth, time and place of birth gets 
collected. In the next task the survey may be on market survey of a specific product, 
here the age, workplace and salary of the person is collected. Now when we take the 
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common people who have participated in both surveys and assign an identifier to them, 
we clearly get the date of birth, salary and age information of the specific person.  Table 
1 presents the applications of mobile crowdsourcing and the information collected in 
such application that may result in disclosure. 

Table 1. Applications of mobile crowdsourcing along with possible attributes collected in the 
process. 

Sl.no Crowdsourcing Application Description Attributes collected 
1 Smart navigation Plan route according 

to weather 
conditions, 

accidents, and 
traffic jams. 

Zip code, age, date 
and time 

2 Smart parking Parking availability 
with minimum 
parking charges 

Latitude and 
longitude, data and 

time. 
3 Health monitoring Status of health Age, gender, 

hobbies, work 
culture 

4 Weather condition monitoring Temperature, 
Rainfall duration, 
effects of rainfall. 

Date, time, place of 
data collection. 

5 Food recommendation system Type of food/Drink 
based on health 

condition. 

Age, gender, 
hobbies, work 

culture 
6 Horoscopes/Astrology Astro speak Age, gender, 

hobbies, work 
culture, time and 

place of birth. 
7 Mobility/Traffic Planning new roads 

according to the 
traffic 

Latitude and 
longitude, data and 

time. 
 
Every crowdsourcing marketplace has its own policies (for example Amazon Turk 

machine’s policies [4]) that prevent the requestor to collect the personally identifiable 
information (PII) from the workers that disclose the identity of the workers directly. 
The attributes like age, zip code, salary information that gets collected as a part of 
survey may not directly identify the individual (such attributes are called quasi 
identifiers.) but when combined with other data set, there is high probability of 
individual disclosure. Despite of policies restrictions, it is not possible to prevent the 
mis use or combination of information. Hence there is a high need for an anonymization 
technique to protect the individual’s disclosure in any form. The basics of any 
anonymization technique is presented here. 
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Let A be the original mobile crowdsourced data table, the identifiers (if present) are 
removed and anonymization methods are applied on Quasi-Identifier’s. The 
anonymized table A` consist of (Quasi-Identifier’s and Sensitive Attributes). From the 
literature, the attributes can be classified and defined as follows: 

1. QuasiIdentifiers also called as (QIDs)- Used to identify the individuals but not 
uniquely for example- person’s age, zip code and place of work. This is shown in Table 
2. 

2. Confidential/sensitive attributes (SA)- Person’s sensitive information which needs 
to be secured and anonymized, for example disease, salary information, political 
interest etc. as shown in Table 2. 
The objective of any anonymization technique is to prevent any third party from 
identifying an individual 
Contribution of the paper- The paper discusses role of privacy attacks and utility 
metrices by presenting various attacks that may occur in the mobile crowdsourced data 
and at the same time various available metrices for measuring the information loss that 
happens due to anonymization. The paper is organized as follows Section 2 presents 
the existing system. Section 3 provides details of privacy attacks in crowdsourcing. 
Section 4 discusses the utility metrices for measuring the information losses incurred 
during the process of anonymization. Section 5 presents conclusion and future work. 

2 Existing systems 

There is always a tradeoff between data utility and privacy. If we preserve more 
information without disclosing it in its original form, it leads to less data utility. If the 
data is disclosed in original form, complete data is utilized which in turn may lead to 
privacy breach. Data Anonymization uses one or more techniques to make it impossible 
or difficult to identify a particular individual in the stored data. In order to enhance the 
utility of the collected data and to preserve the privacy many techniques are available 
in the literature [7-14]. These techniques use either generalization, suppression or data 
swapping mechanisms to achieve privacy. For example, consider Table 2, here the zip 
code and the age are quasi-identifiers, the values are suppressed to prevent further 
disclosures. K- anonymity [15], is a privacy preserving method that groups similar QID 
valued attributes into k group, hence Table 3 is 3-anonymous version of table 2. 

Table 2. Original table 

ID  ZIP code   Age  Disease 

   1 54677 39  Heart 
Disease 

   2 54602 32 Heart Disease 

   3 54678 37 Heart Disease 

   4 54905 53  Gastritis 
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Table 3.  3- Anonymous 
version of original table   

ID ZIP Age Disease 
1 
2 
3 

546** 
546** 
546** 

30-40 
30-40 
30-40 

Heart Disease 
Heart Disease 
Heart Disease 

4 
5 
6 

549** 
549** 
549** 

50-70 
50-70 
50-70 

Gastritis 
Heart Disease 

Cancer 
7 
8 
9 

546** 
546** 
546** 

40-50 
40-50 
40-50 

Heart Disease 
Cancer 
Cancer 

Here k=3, indicates number of records grouped into one class where, QID values are 
same in all three records leading to 3-anonymity. 

Differential Privacy (DP) [16][17] was initially developed for interactive query and 
response system. The query results are randomized using the distributions like the 
Laplace, Gaussian or Geometric distributions. The variant of DP is non interactive DP, 
here the sanitized dataset is released to for public use regardless of type of the requestor. 
Such non interactive DP measures [18][19] suffer badly with ‘curse of dimensionality’ 
which means as the number of dimensions increases with applications of privacy 
techniques to the individual attributes having high correlations gets weakened [20], 
[21], this increases the threats as well as reduces the utility. Even worse, the privacy 
guarantee of DP degrades exponentially when multiple correlated queries are 
processed.  Xuebin Ren et.al [22] uses a Local Differential Privacy (LDP) technique 
for high dimensional crowd sourced data publication. It is particularly useful in 
crowdsourced data, where each user contributes the single private data record to an 
untrusted server. LDP has its own practical applications in collecting user statistics 
without harming user privacy. For example, RAPPOR [23], it is a   Chrome extension. 
It collects Windows process names and Chrome Homepages from user devices in an 
LDP manner. Microsoft has deployed a data collection mechanism that is LDP-enabled 
in Windows Insiders program to collect application usage statistics. Therefore, the users 
as well as the software companies gets benefitted from the LDP usage because users 
obviously need of privacy, the appreciation of preserving user privacy may gains 
positive reputation for companies. Lastly, the intruders may be able to retrieve or even 
steal the user data, that violates user privacy.   

   5 54909 62 Heart Disease 

   6 54906 57  Cancer 

   7 54605 40 Heart Disease 

   8 54673 46  Cancer 

   9 54607 42  Cancer 
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3 Privacy attacks in crowd sourced data 

Privacy is major concern in mobile crowdsourcing. The essential entities of mobile 
crowdsourcing are the data requestors/end users – these entities request the data through 
the tasks and then utilizes the data provided by the participants. Data workers/ 
Participants- provides the response by participating in the surveys/collecting the data 
of their interest. The tasks are the entities that are distributed or shared across the 
participants. The privacy threat may occur on the participant or an individual may be 
disclosed on the data provided by the participant. Many privacy attacks have been 
researched in the literature [49] with respect to different domains. This section provides 
the overview of the possible privacy attacks in mobile crowdsourced environment. 

 3.1 Task tracing attack [24][25] occurs on the crowd workers, the crowd workers 
pulls the tasks from the market place or distribution servers based on their 
interest. When the tasks are downloaded the worker shares some of the sensitive 
attributes such as age, location, time, preferences and the type of sensing device. The 
tasks pulled by the workers include details of traffic information, political surveys, real 
time weather information etc. By studying the type and preferences of tasks pulled by 
the worker there is possibility of leakage of the sensitive information of the participants 
such as age, location, race, organization, location and other related attributes of the 
participants. However, tracing more than one tasks pulled by the worker and collecting 
the information about the participant may disclose the sensitive attributes and lead to 
privacy threat. For example, consider table 4, the crowd worker is an engineering 
undergraduate student with his original information in university database. Table 5 and 
Table 6 contain the information of the tasks pulled by the participant and the list of 
accepted tasks. The tasks may be are related to traffic, weather conditions and 
recommendation system. 

Table 4. Original student information at University 

Name  Specialization Age Gender Sensing 
device 

Zip code 

Name_1 Civil 26 M Android 560098 
Name_2 Computer 

Science 
23 M Android 560098 

Name_3 Electrical 
engineering 

25 F Windows 560098 

Name_4 Mechanical 
engineering 

27 F Android 560098 

Name_5 Civil 
Engineering 

29 M Windows 560098 

Table 5. Task requirement 

Tasks  Age Gender Sensing 
device 

Zip code 
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Task_1 26 M Android 560098 
Task_2 26 M Android 560098 
Task_3 25 F Windows 560098 

 

Table 6. Accepted Tasks 

User_1 Task_1 Task_2 
User_2 Task_3 Task_2 
User_3 Task_2 Task_3 

3.2 Malicious attack. In crowd sourcing, there may be a malicious requestor or 
malicious worker or a malicious task, such attacks are called as malicious attacks [24]. 
It is an intentionally attack projected by the requestor on the participant or vice versa. 
The requestor creates the malicious tasks and pushes them to the participants and 
imposes strict limitations to participant attributes or sensing devices. These attacks are 
also called as narrow tasking attack [37] which are malicious and intentionally created 
to collect specific attributes to violate their privacy. The other variation of malicious 
attacks are selective attacks [ 37] where in the task may be pushed and assigned to 
selective group of participants to trace their attributes or to learn about them. If a 
participant cannot differentiate between genuine and a malicious task he might be under 
the attack.  

3.3 Collusion attack [25] happens when the requestors are conspired. Consider table 7 
and table 8 that consist of information collected by the requestor 1 and 2 separately. 

Table 7. Partial Data compiled by requestor1 

Date  Time Age Gender Zip code 
10-9-19 10 am 26 M 560098 
10-8-19 11 am 23 M 560097 
10-7-19 12 am 25 F 560098 
10-6-19 10 am 27 F 560099 
10-5-19 10 am 29 M 560098 

Table 8. Partial Data compiled by requestor2 

Date  Zip 
code 

Gender 

10-9-19 560098 M 
10-8-19 560097 M 
10-7-19 560098 F 
10-6-19 560099 F 
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10-5-19 560098 M 
They create the tasks separately and distribute to the workers. The response for each of 
these tasks do not reveal any identity however when the requesters share the crowd 
workers information collision attack take place that may lead to disclosure. 

3.4 Sybil attacks are common in network domain where in node in the network 
operates as multiple identities actively at the same time. The same type of attack may 
occur in crowdsourcing also [26][27]. The requestors may create fake identities to 
collect more data from the participants. By aggregating or linking the data provided by 
the participant, the attacker identifies the crowd workers and get access to their sensitive 
data. It is very difficult for workers to differentiate sybil attackers to the normal 
requesters. As a measure for such attacks spatial cloaking or perturbation methods are 
used that perturbs the original location of the participant [38][39][40].  

3.5 Background knowledge attack an adversary has some background knowledge of 
the participant by having access to other data sources such as census, voter’s 
information or medical history. He now acts as the requestor and assigns tasks to the 
workers. The result obtained may be mapped with prior information to get more 
knowledge about a specific individual. Consider an example of Kiva micro funds, it is 
a nonprofit organization that allows people to lend money via internet to low income 
entrepreneur’s and students across 80 countries [41]. The basic objective of the 
organization is to connect the borrowers and the lenders across the world. The dataset 
published by the organization is available in Kaggle Dataset’s inaugural Data Science 
for Good challenge [42]. There are 20 columns in the dataset that is publicly available, 
consisting of sensitive information like purpose of borrowing loan, Number of lenders 
and Funded amount. Non sensitive attributes such as gender, country and region.  Using 
this data set and with background knowledge of gender, country and region the attacker 
plots Voronoi diagram and discloses the sensitive information about the individual. As 
a measure to this attack, privacy preserving using Voronoi Polygon (PP-Voronoi) [43] 
is used. The participant forms a cloaked region to prevent his actual identity.  

3.6 Location based attacks [44]- When the participant participates in the tasking his 
location information such as home address, working information living habit etc. may 
be revealed through the sensing device, that the participant doesn’t want to disclose. 
When the task is submitted along with the location information it reveals lot of personal 
information of the participant [45]. Two examples of such sensing applications are 
Gigwalk [46] and mCrowd [47]. They provide the marketplace for tasks that can be 
performed through smartphones such as confirming some products available on the 
shelves by taking images, verifying the prices of the products, traffic related 
information, weather conditions etc. Location homogeneity attack [28] and Location 
inference attack [29]- these attacks are based on the location and background 
knowledge When k-anonymity is used as privacy preserving technique there is 
possibility of such attacks.  The requestor with the background knowledge of some 
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sensitive information creates the tasks and based on the response provided by the 
participant he gets more information.  

Table 9.  Location information  

Location  Task type  Age Zip code 
Location 1 Health related 39 54677 
Location 2 Health related 32 54602 
Location 3 Health related 37 54678 
Location 4 Health related 53 54905 
Location 5 Health related 62 54909 

 
Consider the table 3 that is publicly available and the information in Table 9 is compiled 
based on the responses obtained by the participant. The participant pulls the task based 
on his interests and also updates the location data that is in the form of longitude and 
latitude. By comparing both the tables sensitive inferences such as type of disease can 
be drawn.    

 
Table 10 presents the summary of attacks, scenarios when these attacks take place and 
the counter measures to overcome the attacks that are discussed in this section. 

Table 10. Summary of Privacy attacks in mobile crowdsourcing 

Sl.no Privacy Threats Scenarios Counter Measures 
1. Task Tracing Attack Analyzing the tasks pulled 

by the participant 
Anonymization 
methods and 
strong policies. 

2. Narrow Tasking Intentionally projected 
attack. 

Policies and 
preferences. 

3 Selective tasking Intentionally projected to 
selective participant. 

Policies and 
preferences. 

3. Collusion Attack Conspired requestors Anonymization 
Methods 

4. Sybil Attack Intentionally projected Spatial cloaking,  
Special 
transformation 
Generalization and 
perturbation 

5. Background 
knowledge attack 

Published data and 
background knowledge 

PP-Voronoi 

6.  Location based attacks Location information Spatial cloaking 
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4 Utility metrics for quantifying information loss and 
privacy. 

Mobile crowdsourcing has many advantages like it helps to collect large amount of data 
samples, speed of data collection, inexpensiveness of data collections and better quality 
of data collected. The collected data is published for monetary purpose or it is utilized 
for making decisions and to carry out research. Such a data contains sensitive attributes 
and quasi identifiers and when published it may result in individual disclosures. Hence 
there is a need to anonymization techniques that balances between the privacy and 
utility of the published data. This section discusses the metrics to quantify the 
information loss that is incurred when carrying out the anonymization.  
   
These metrices can be classified into two categories based on the objectives of 
anonymization. Privacy level measuring metrices measures the privacy level like how 
well the technique safeguards the privacy from known privacy breaches. Information 
loss metrices measures the amount of information loss incurred when the data is 
processed. In former case higher the value better is the technique, in latter case lower 
the value better is the technique.  

4.1 Privacy Metrices 

It is essential to measure the amount of privacy that is preserved by a specific technique. 
Most of the existing techniques for anonymization are either based on discretization or 
randomization. In discretization the values of attributes are partitioned into intervals, 
for example the age attribute with value =8, can be anonymized as interval data [10-
20]. In randomization the original value xi is returned as xi+r, where r is the random 
value drawn from some distribution. The first proposed metric to measure privacy level 
is confidence level [30]. The metric is used for technique that uses discretization for 
anonymization, it measures how the original values can be estimated from the 
anonymized values. If it can be estimated with c% confidence that the original value x 
lies in the interval [x1,x2], then the width of the interval (x2-x1) defines the amount of 
privacy at c% confidence level. For example, for the age attribute, if width of interval 
is 10, the level of privacy for such technique is 10% confidence.  
For randomization-based methods, the distribution of random variable is taken into 
consideration. Average conditional entropy [31,32] is the metric based on the concept 
of information entropy is used to measure the level of privacy.  

Let X be original data distribution and Z be noisy distribution, the average conditional 
privacy of X given Z is P(X|Z)= 2p(X|Z)   (1) 

The level of privacy may also be measured using variance between the original data 
and the anonymized data [33]. If x is the original variable and y is the distorted variable 
variance(x-y)/ variance(x) expresses how closely one can estimate original values using 
the distorted data.   
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4.2 Information loss Metrices 

Privacy preserving techniques reduce the quality of the data, that leads to information 
loss. Information loss metrices quantify this loss of utility.  
Definition: Given two values v and v` where v is original value and v` is treated value, 
the deviation of v` from v is the information loss. 
Loss Metric[34] was proposed to determine the amount of loss incurred when 
generalizations are applied on the categorical data. For example, consider the hierarchy 
for work class, the ontology of work class tree is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Ontology of work class tree(T) 

Let Q denote number of leaf nodes in the hierarchy tree T and let Qp denote number of 
leaf nodes in subtree rooted at P. With generalization, the loss is given by (Qp-1)/(Q-
1) For example if the attribute value is State govt and if this attribute is generalized to 
Government, the amount of loss incurred is computed to be = 2/6.  For numeric 
attributes the loss metric compares the size of generalized domain to the total domain 
size of attribute.  

 LM i, j= (m-n)/ (maxj- minj)    (2) 

Here m is the maximum attribute value and ‘n’ is the generalized or suppressed attribute 
value in the anonymous table.  For the domain of attribute there exist maximum(max) 
and minimum(min) values. For example, if age is considered as an attribute then the 
domain range is 1-100. Total loss is summation of loss incurred for individual records. 

 LM(T)= ∑ (LM i,j)|T|
i=1    (3) 

where, i is the attribute and j are the value of the attribute for an individual record. For 
Table 3 (anonymous form of table 2), loss for each equivalence class is 0.3, 0.6 and .3 
respectively. It can be further computed that total information loss incurred is 13%.  
Per record information loss metric [35]- The probabilities of generalized to original 
are considered to determine the information loss. If a variable B is place of residence 
that is generalized to B` that could be a state or country then the information loss is 
given by  ∑ 𝑃𝑅𝐼𝐿(𝑃𝐵, 𝐵`, 𝑟1, 𝑟2).ɛ0 , where r1  is value taken by B in record r of F and 

workclass 

Self Employed 
Government Un Employed 

inc not inc State Govt 
Federal 

Local 

Not worked No pay 
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r2  is value taken by B` in record r of G.For Example: If the place of residence in a 
record is Madhya Pradesh or Bhopal, it could be generalized to India. P (B=Bhopal | 
B`= India) < P (B= Madhya Pradesh | B` =India). Since population of India is 1300 
million, Madhya Pradesh is 72.6 million and Bhopal is 17.9 million. PRIL scores for P 
(B=Bhopal | B`= India) = 0.013 and P (B= Madhya Pradesh | B` =India) = 0.055. Lesser 
this value there is more data loss.  
Discernibility Metric (DM) [36] measures number of records that are identical to a 
given record. The higher the value, the more information that is lost. For example, in 
the k-anonymity, k −1 record is identical to any given record, therefore the 
discernibility value will be at least k −1 for any record. More the value k, will increase 
generalization and suppression, and consequently the discernibility value. For this 
reason, this metric is considered to be the opposite concept of the k-anonymity. The 
metric is mathematically represented as 

 DM(m,k)=∑ |𝐸𝑄|4 + ∑ |𝐸𝑄||𝑇|∀89	;.=|89|>?∀89	;.=|89|@?  (4) 

EQ represents the equivalence class generated by anonymization method m and T 
represents total number of tuples. The first sum computes penalties for each non 
suppressed or generalized records and second sum for the suppressed records. In 
anonymized Table 3, since age attribute of all records are generalized, information loss 
using discernibility metric is 3*9=27. This indicates that with increase in equivalence 
class size the information loss also increases. 
Many other privacy and information loss metrices are discussed in the literature [48] 
however the discussed metrics are suitable and easy to evaluate for crowdsourced data. 
Table 11 shows the summary of privacy loss and information loss metrices.  

 

Table 11. Summary of privacy and information loss metrices in mobile crowdsourced data 

Name Attribute type 
Confidence level Numeric 
Average 
conditional entropy  

Numeric 

Variance Numeric 
Loss Metric Categorical and 

numerical 
Per record 
information loss 
metric 

Numerical 

Discernibility 
metric 

Categorical/Numerical 

 
Measuring the information loss is important if the applications that uses the data carry 
out statistics on the collected information. As discussed previously crowdsourced data 
finds its applications in many areas, therefore it is essential to anonymize the data as 
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well as check the amount of loss incurred by application of methods. If there is no 
utilization of the data then it simply becomes a liability. 

5 Conclusion and future work 

The essential feature of mobile crowd sourcing is collecting large amount of data 
efficiently and in a cost-effective manner. Diverse and large work force contribute in 
performing the task. Hence mobile crowdsourcing finds its applications in problem 
solving, decision making and wisdom sharing. The privacy of the crowd workers may 
be at stake and they may be subjected to any of the attacks as discussed in this paper. 
Therefore, there is a great need of robust privacy preserving technique which is not 
vulnerable to existing attack. Added to this there is requirement of an efficient privacy 
preserving technique that protects the privacy and also does not harm the utility of the 
data. In future, the aim of this study is to explore emerging privacy attacks, evolving 
existing attacks, to mitigate these attacks by proposing and developing an efficient  
privacy preserving technique for mobile crowdsourcing.   
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